Judge Mrs Jane Tackley
London Cat Club Show 12th June 2010
My thanks to Maria Chapman and the committee for the invitation to judge. Jeni
Baldwin my steward once again, thank you Jeni until the next time.

Seal Point Birman Adult

1st CC & BoB to Finch’s SNOWWITCH AVALON OF HEVIMARLO (IMP) (TICA CH)
(13c1) M 04.06.2009
Just over 1 year old seal point male of excellent type, size and boning, he is long in
the body and muscular. Broad rounded skull, medium size seal brown ears as wide
as they are high set well apart on the head. Expressive almost round deep blue
eyes. Correct slight dip to the profile, level bite and firm chin. Wide rounded
cheeks and strong muzzle, the seal brown mask is rather brindled at present, pale
whisker pads. Full pure white gloves, finishing across the angle formed by the paw
and leg. The right back sock is lower than the left, both gauntlets taper, grubby
back feet today! Medium length thick set legs and strong paws, the seal brown
points colouring to legs rather patchy today. Well furnished pale brown tail to
balance his long body. Quality pale beige body coat, a good length for this time of
year, this is clean and well presented. Clear unshaded underbody, medium length
masculine neck ruff. A most promising young seal point male, with a loving and
gentle temperament. I am impressed with his boning so nice to see.

Chocolate & Lilac Point Female Adult

1st CC & Bob to Barker’s CH TAMANDRIA LILAC TREAM (13c4) F 22.06.2009
Almost 1 year old lilac female of very good type, she is long in the body and well
grown, having good substance. Broad rounded head, the medium size pinkish grey
ears are set well apart on the head. Correct slight dip to nose when viewed in
profile, a slight bump towards end. Strong muzzle, firm chin and level bite. Full
pinkish grey face mask, this extends across her wide still developing cheeks and
whisker pads. Almost round expressive but not bold eyes of medium blue. The
front gloves are low and scalloped across the angle formed by the paw and leg.
Medium length back socks and sparkling white long tapering gauntlets. Medium
length thick set legs, the points colouring to the legs a fairly even pinkish grey,
quite good for one so young. Excellent quality and well presented magnolia coloured
body coat, of a good length it is thick and feels silky soft. Well furnished pinkish
grey tail, this is medium in length and balances her body length. Promising young
strong but feminine exhibit.
2nd Mott’s JANDOUGLEN KELSEY (13C4) F 07.08.2009
A 10 month old lilac point female of good type, but requiring heavier boning for this
breed, although her weight does balance her frame. Fairly broad and rounded
head, medium size ears, appearing rather flared today and tending to dominate her
facial features at present. Level bite and correct slight dip to profile, she needs
more muzzle strength for balance. Almost round expressive eyes of deepest blue.
Pinkish lilac mask, this almost extending across her whisker pads, cheeks still
developing. The left front glove is low and scalloped the right more generous. Good
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back socks and medium length gauntlets, there is unfortunately an isolated white
spot above the right gauntlet. Medium length legs, points colouring to the legs lilac
and rather patchy at present. Clean well groomed body coat, it is off white in
colour, rather short and feeling a little coarse across the shoulders and lower back.
Clear underbody and slightly curled tummy fur. Very unhappy to be handled today,
I suspect she has been, or is about to call.

AC Bi-Colour Ragdoll Male

1st CC Ryan’s SARAGGS OOGY-BOOGYMAN (66 31a) M 03.09.2009
Just 9 months old and what size and boning this blue bi-colour boy has! long in the
body muscular and strong. Broad head with flat plane, good width between the
greyish blue ears, these showing the desired slight forward tilt. Medium length
nose gentle profile dip and slightly retrousse at the tip. Large well opened eyes of
medium blue colour, they are oblique in set. Well developed muzzle, level bite and
firm chin. The mask shows a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white, this extends down
covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the mask is bluish grey.
The chin, bib, chest and underbody are white. Medium length legs of substantial
boning, strong well tufted white paws and white legs, a tiny amount of blue colour at
the very top of both front legs. The back legs white to the level of the underbody.
Thick predominately bluish white body coat, a short masculine neck ruff and
knickerbockers clearly developing. Bushy tail, tapering towards the tip, greyish
blue in colour, the length easily reaching to the shoulder. An amiable young man,
gentle natured and well presented.
2nd Prowtings EISERBLEW MORPHEUS (66 31) M 16.07.2009
Not quite 1 year old seal bi-colour Ragdoll of quite good type, size and substance.
Broad head showing flat plane, fair width between the ears. Seal brown ears show a
slight forward tilt, however tending to dominate the facial features at present.
Level bite, firm chin and strong muzzle. Medium length nose showing gentle dip to
profile and slightly retrousse at tip. Obliquely set medium blue expressive eyes.
The mask shows a balanced inverted ‘V’ of white, this extends down covering the
nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the mask is seal brown. The chin,
bib, chest and underbody are white. Medium length legs of substantial boning,
strong well tufted white paws and white legs, there is seal colour at the top of the
left front leg. The back legs are white to the level of the underbody, and here
some white continues up each side, there is a large seal spot on the back left hock.
Thick predominately pale beige body coat medium length neck ruff, knickerbockers
developing. Long bushy tail to balance the body, this is seal coloured but rather
brindled at present. Nicely presented young man, with an outstanding confident
nature.

AC Bi-Colour Ragdoll Female

1 CC Ryan’s SARAGGS BY THEWAY (66 31g) F 08.08.2009
A blue cream point bi-colour Ragdoll of promising type, she is 10 months old and has
much developing still to do. I would prefer more weight to this exhibit, but I
appreciate this ‘inbetween’ age can be difficult. She has good boning and body
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length, hopefully once the adolescent stage has passed the balance will come.
Fairly broad head with flat plane, rounded muzzle, level bite and correct nose
profile. The medium size ears are set wide on the head and today - just showing
the desired slight forward tilt. Well opened deep blue eyes, these are slightly
oblique in their set. The face mask shows a well balanced inverted ‘V’ of white, this
travels down covering the nose, whisker pads and chin. The remainder of the mask
and her ears are greyish blue, intermingled with shades of dark and light cream.
The chin, bib, chest and underbody are white. Medium length legs of substantial
boning, white paws and white legs, the back legs are white to the level of the
underbody. Thick predominately bluish white body coat, the medium length neck
ruff and knickerbockers developing. Long bushy tail to balance the body of a good
greyish blue colour, intermingled with shades of dark and light cream. Not an easy
colour to breed to the standard, well done her breeder. A little tense whilst being
handled, nicely presented.
I gave the Best of Breed in this class to Hamilton’s GR CH LADYDOLL
STUDMUFFIN (66 31a) M 27.05.2008

Seal Point Birman Kitten Male

1st & BoB Drane’s KRAZIKLAUS SOLAR SUPRISE (13c1) M 29.09.2009
An 8 and a half month old seal point Birman of very good type and substantial
boning. He is well grown, with good length to the body and shown in excellent
physical condition. The head is broad and rounded, medium size seal brown ears
placed well apart on the head. Required slight dip to the profile, seal brown nose
leather, level bite and firm chin. Rather round expressive eyes of deep blue,
looking less bold when back in his pen and relaxed. Rich seal brown face mask. This
extends across the wide still developing cheeks, just a little brindled around the
eyes and whisker pads today. The right front glove is more generous than the left,
behind left glove white travels towards the stopper pad but not past. Medium
length back socks and full length tapering gauntlets. Medium length thick set legs,
strong paws. The points colouring to the legs a pale brown at present. Rich seal
brown well furnished tail of a good length to balance the body. Quality pale beige
body coat, full neck ruff, clear unshaded underbody and slightly curled tummy fur.
Excellent temperament, and very well shown, a promising young exhibit.

Seal Point Birman Kitten Female

1st Pikes CAROONA DUMPLING (13c1) F 30.09.2009
Good type to this seal point kitten, she is almost the same age as the male in this
class and of very good size, strong boned and weighty. Broad head, wide placed seal
brown ears, level bite, firm chin, strong and rounded muzzle. Correct slight dip to
the profile. Almost round eyes, two tone at present darker blue in the centres.
Seal brown face mask, this covering her wide rounded cheeks, however paler on the
whisker pads today. The front gloves are low and scalloped a little too low for my
personal preference, seal colour dipping between some toes. Short matching socks
and medium length tapering gauntlets. Strong well boned legs, points colour to the
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legs a rather uneven seal brown at present. Seal brown tail, this is well furnished
and a good length to balance the body. The body coat is medium in length and pale
beige in colour, short neck ruff and clear under parts. A well groomed exhibit, who
was quite cross and difficult to handle, back in her pen however all she wanted to
do was play.

Blue Point Birman Neuter Male

1st PC Izzards PR DUBROVA SUMATRA 13c2) MN 12.08.2008
A 1 year 10 month old blue point male of very good type, massive in size and long
bodied. The skull is broad and rounded, blue-grey medium size ears are placed well
apart on the head. Medium length nose when viewed in profile, showing a slight dip.
Slate grey nose leather, level bite, fair strength to the chin. Almost round
expressive eyes of medium blue. The muzzle strong and rounded. Full blue-grey
face mask, this extends across the fairly wide cheeks, the mask is connected to
the ears by tracings. Clean white feet, the front gloves are full and finish across
the angle formed by the paw and leg, behind the right glove white trickles towards
the stopper pad. Medium length back socks and long tapering well shaped gauntlets.
Medium length thick set legs, points colouring to the legs a uniform blue-grey. Full
length well groomed bluish white body coat, minimal surface shading across the
shoulders. Medium length neck and chest ruff, clean well groomed and unshaded
underbody. Balancing length well furnished blue-grey tail. Lovely friendly nature to
this exhibit.

Blue Point Birman Neuter Female

1st PC & BoB Semos CH & PR PRIDNJOY SARABANDE (13c2) FN 20.08.1999
Almost 11 years old blue point female of good type and substance, shown in
excellent condition for her advancing years. Broad and rounded skull medium bluegrey ears set wide on the head. Medium length nose showing the required slight dip
to the profile, level bite and slate grey nose leather. The muzzle is strong and
rounded, perhaps just a little more strength to the chin for perfect balance.
Almost round expressive pale blue eyes. Powder blue face mask, extending across
her wide cheeks. Full pure white gloves and medium length back socks. The
gauntlets are medium in length, the right gauntlet more blunt than left. Medium
length legs, the points colouring to the legs are a uniform powder blue. The body
coat feeling soft and silky to the touch is bluish white, and cold in tone, generating
excellent soft contrasts not often seen on a senior blue point, thus giving her the
edge for best of breed today. Clear and well groomed underbody, with slightly
curled tummy fur. Quite a good length neck and chest ruff for the time of year.
Well furnished blue-grey tail that balances her body length. I have judged her
several times and today Sarabande’s much more confident and relaxed mood,
allowed her inner beauty to shine through. A Nicely presented gentle exhibit.
2nd Murton’s CH & PR PRIDNJOY SIROCCO (13c2) FN 14.08.2000
Almost 10 years old blue point female of very good Birman type, she is well grown
and long in the body also shown in excellent condition. Broad rounded skull, well set
medium size hairless blue-grey ears. The bite is level, slate grey nose leather and
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firm chin. Required slight dip to the profile, she has a strong and rounded muzzle.
Full deep blue-grey mask, this extends across her wide and rounded cheeks.
Expressive medium blue eyes, they are almost round but not bold. The white front
gloves are full and finish across the angle formed by the paw and leg. Almost
matching back socks, good length well tapered gauntlets. Medium length thick set
legs, the points colouring to the legs a uniform dark grey. Full length body coat,
which today for me was rather beige in tone for a blue point and looking too ‘warm’
across the shoulders and back, spoiling the delicate contrast. Medium length neck
and chest ruff, clear well groomed underbody. Well furnished blue-grey tail to
balance her body. Rather uptight today and resented being handled.

AV SLH Breeders Adult Male

1st Comer’s ZELANDONII BLUE OSKI (67 18) M 19.03.2009
Just over 1 year old blue Norwegian of excellent type, size and boning, wonderful
straight profile, generating an elegant expression. Very good body coat for
texture and colour.
2nd Percival’s IGR CH BLEUGEMS TEDDIE BEAR (66 31) M 08.08.2007
This seal Bi-colour Ragdoll is always presented to perfection and a pleasure to
judge, a perfect gentleman. Very good condition today for this time of year.
3rd Ryan’s SARAGGS OOGY-BOOGYMAN (66 31a) M 03.09.2009
My Ragdoll open class winner.

AV Birman Kitten

1st Parbutt’s KRAZIKLAUS KANDY KANE (13c8) FN 09.10.2009
An 8 month old blue cream point Birman of very good type, excellent size and
boning, a promising kitten. Showing the required intermingling of colours to the
points.
2nd Griffiths MUSCAR JENICOL-MARISA (13c2) F 20.09.2009
Lovely type to this 8 months old blue point female, very promising a little uptight
today.
3rd Drane’s KRAZIKLAUS SOLAR SURPRISE (13c1) M 29.09.2009
Another 8 month old Birman kitten of good weight and size, quality pale beige body
coat.

AV SLH Breeders Kitten

1st Prowtings EISERBLEW TATTIANNA (66 31a) F 16.10.2009
An 8 months old blue bi-colour Ragdoll female of very good type. Excellent profile
and wonderful expression. Quality body coat for texture and length, a small
coloured spot on the left back hock in the white area
.
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2nd Stewarts CHOAS DENIM (67 31ats) M 05.10.2009
Another 8 month old kitten, a blue silver tabby and white Norwegian this time
strong and well grown, good profile promising young man.
3rd Pikes CAROONA DUMPLING (13c1) F 30.09.2009
Almost 9 months old seal point female Birman, good boning and size to this kitten.

AC Norwegian Neuter

1st Harries CLEASANTA BEETHOVEN (67 18d) MN 11.06.2009
Oh I like this one – a red! Excellent size to this young man, only 1 year old. He has
a very good profile and an elegant expression. Coat feeling a little soft at present,
but thick and of a good length – gentle nature.
2nd Scott’s GLEDKATT TYR (67 31t) FN 26.08.2006
3 years 9 months old brown tabby and white Norwegian, has a good elegant
expression his coat today is short and rather open. Nice natured exhibit, excellent
size and strong boning.
3rd Comer’s CH ZELANDONII MITHRANDIR (67 31a) MN 15.04.2008
Just over 2 years old blue and white Norwegian, I would prefer his ears a little
larger for better balance. Excellent temperament.

AOV SLH Somali, Turkish Van, Siberian

1st Price’s BRIZLINCOAT BILBO BAGGINS (63a) MN 06.09.2009
A 15 month sorrel Somali male neuter of quite good type, very nervous to be
handled today.

AV Persian or SLH Premier or Grand Premier

1st Stanton’s IGR PR AZERPASHAN BOBBY DAZZLER (66a) MN 24.04.2001
Still able to dazzle and he is over 9 years old, fabulous blue colourpointed Ragdoll
gentleman.
2nd Allen’s GR PR DOTCOM SAMPSON (64 31t) MN 30.01.2005
Another lovely gentleman, a 5 years old brown tabby and white Maine Coon,
expressive green eyes and dressed in a full coat.
3rd Murton’s CH & PR PRIDNJOY SIROCCO (13c2) FN 14.08.2000
Almost 10 years old blue point Birman female neuter of very good type.
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The London Cat Club - AC SLH Adult part 1

1st Gillman’s GR CH NORACOON VALATIE (64 31ets) F 24.04.2006
2nd Pike’s CH CAROONA BOUNCING BUNDLE (13c2) F 04.03.2008
3rd Simmonds GR CH GAYEMAUDI RINGARINGA ROSY (13c11) F 01.04.2005

The London Cat Club - AC SLH Adult part 2

1st Hamilton’s GR CH LADYDOLL STUDMUFFIN (66 31A) m 27.05.2008
2nd Thomas SEYSIANA SILVERBUTTONS (63s) M 12.08.2009
3rd Ensor’s GR CH KITTAH THALIA (13c2) F 04.07.2005
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